
CEF eTranslation’s main goal is to 
help European and national public 
administrations exchange information 
across language barriers in the EU, by 
providing machine translation capabilities 
that will enable all Digital Service 
Infrastructures (DSIs) to be multilingual. 
Public administrations, citizens and 
businesses in the EU will thus be able to 
use digital services in the language they 
choose.

eTranslation Connecting
Europe

While CEF eTranslation is mainly intended to be integrated into such digital services, it also offers 
useful stand-alone services for the translation of documents or text snippets.

Bonjour!

Hallo! Ola! Hi!

Machine Translation
Draws upon decades worth of work by EU translators (over 1 billion sentences in the 
24 official EU languages), thus capable of understanding specific EU policy and legal 
terminology;

Designed to retain the format of structured documents;

Can translate multiple documents into multiple languages at once.

Confidential and secure
Unlike other systems, eTranslation passes the Intellectual Property Rights back to the 
owner of the original text submitted for translation.

Cross-border Information Exchange
Allows for the exchange of information and access to online content and services 
across borders in any of the supported languages.

Continuity and Quality of Service

Benefits



Get in touch
If you would like to know more about CEF eTranslation and how it can help you, 

visit the CEF Digital website, or get in touch with the CEF eTranslation team.

ec.europa.eu/cefdigital/etranslation
CEF-AT@ec.europa.eu

eTranslation is one of the Connecting Europe building blocks

Who is involved?

Language resource holdersOfficials working in EU public 
administrations

European Institutions National public administrations

Through the European Language Resource Coordination (ELRC) initiative, the 
Commission is looking for language resource holders who are willing and able to 
contribute to improving the translation engines.

eTranslation can be integrated into digital services to guarantee support in all the 
languages of the European countries participating in the CEF programme.

Documents can be submitted to the stand-alone translation service to make day-to-
day work easier.
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